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Knowledge graph (KG) has good knowledge expression ability and

interpretation, and its application to power system fault diagnosis and

disposal can effectively integrate data of the whole life cycle of equipment

and form a novel knowledge-driven operation and maintenance management

mode. This is crucial to assist dispatchers in fault disposal and effectively

improve the power system emergency handling capability and dispatch

intelligence level. This paper conducts a systematic review and summary of

the application of KG in power system fault diagnosis and disposal, so as to

provide an adequate and comprehensive guide for further research in this field.

Firstly, the definition, status, and classification of KGs are systematically

described, and the general process of KG construction is sorted out.

Secondly, the basic framework, construction process, key technologies, and

typical practices of KG for power system fault diagnosis and disposal are

summarized and reviewed in detail. Ultimately, several challenges,

opportunities, and perspectives of KG in this field are carefully presented.
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1 Introduction

With the rapid development of ultra-high voltage (UHV) grids (Zhang et al., 2021),

fault patterns of power system are becoming increasingly complex, which results in new

tricky obstacles and challenges for precise fault diagnosis as well as appropriate and fast

fault disposal (Barik et al., 2018). Traditional fault diagnosis and disposal methods

generally depend on the experience and knowledge of maintenance personnel and

specialists, which are tough for expansion and inheritance (Zhang and Zhao, 2017).

Thus, various artificial intelligence and deep learning based approaches have been

developed in recent years (Ajagekar and You, 2021; Van Gompel et al., 2022).

Nevertheless, these methods are still in the simple application of power data and

knowledge, which lack a comprehensive grasp of knowledge system and cognitive
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reasoning of power business (Pu et al., 2021). Therefore, it is an

urgent and complex task to exploit a scientific and systematic

fault diagnosis and disposal tool.

Knowledge graph (KG) also named multi-relation graph of

semantic network is generally used to model the knowledge of

complex concepts, entities, and relationships and to structurally

represent nonlinear knowledge (Jayaram et al., 2015; Wang et al.,

2021). It achieves efficient storage, query, computing, and other

relational operations and analysis (Ji et al., 2022), which is widely

applied in search engines (Ma and Zhang, 2018), social platforms

(Mu et al., 2021), education and medical fields (Chen et al., 2018;

Pham et al., 2022) thanks to its a series of practical superiorities,

e.g., interpretability, universality, expansibility, etc. Meanwhile, KG

has been introduced into the power system for equipment

management (Tang et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021), fault

diagnosis and disposal (Qiao et al., 2020), electric marketing

(Liang et al., 2021), grid information search (Hu et al., 2021),

etc. Note that an advanced and efficient fault diagnosis and disposal

technique is a critical safeguard for safe and steady operation as

well as fault prevention of various power equipment and even

power system (Wang and Peng, 2021). Besides, the application of

KG in power system fault diagnosis and disposal is still in its

infancy. For instance, reference (Zhang et al., 2015) developed a

dynamic uncertain causality graph to explain and reveal the causal

logic of various generator system faults in a nuclear power plant.

Similarly, an improved signed directed graph was designed to

diagnose different nuclear power plant faults in literature (Liu et al.,

2019), upon which qualitative trend evaluation and granular

computing algorithm were utilized to enhance its decision speed

and resolution. Literature (Zhao et al., 2015; Yi and Jiang, 2020)

applied a graph-based semi-supervised learning strategy to detect

and classify short circuit and open circuit faults in photovoltaic

(PV) arrays as well as blade icing faults in wind farms. Lv et al.

(2020) established an inter-turn short-circuit location KG for

direct-drive permanent magnet synchronous motor. In addition,

literature (Liu and Wang, 2021) constructed a systematical

transformer maintenance KG to guide fault analysis and

disposal work. Reference (Liu et al., 2022a) created an electrical

equipment fault KG according to operational and maintenance

records, whereas the fault type and the correlation relationship

between faults are regarded as node and edge, respectively.

Actually, numerous technical experience and documents for

the power system have been accumulated in the past decades, e.g.,

equipment structure and corresponding fault mode, fault

reasoning analysis, maintenance record, defect elimination

record, etc., which provide the knowledge foundation for KG

construction of fault diagnosis and disposal. Thus, more efficient

comprehensive, and promising fault diagnosis and disposal

techniques based on KG are urgent to develop and conduct.

To tap the full potential of KG in fault diagnosis and disposal, this

paper systematically and comprehensively overviews its current

application state and provide several constructive and valuable

perspectives/comments for future study.

The rest of this paper is designed as follows: Section 2

introduces KG in details. In Section 3, KG based fault

diagnosis and disposal in power system are carefully discussed

and evaluated. Lastly, Section 4 gives several critical challenges,

opportunities and perspectives.

2 Knowledge graph

2.1 Definition and status of knowledge
graph

For the sake of enhancing the intelligence level and efficiency

of search engines, KG was first presented by Google in 2012,

which is composed of conceptual entities, attributes, and

relationships (Wang et al., 2012). Among which entity is

defined as an object or thing that exists objectively and

attributes are used to describe the features of entities.

Additionally, the relationship is the most important feature of

KG, which can realize the interconnection of everything and

support semantic understanding, information retrieval, and

other applications.

Specifically, KG can be concisely and transparently

represented by a triple (Liu et al., 2022b; Tian et al., 2022),

i.e.,G=<E, R, S>. Among whichG indicates KG; E = {e1, e2, e3, . . .

, en} is a set of entities in the knowledge base; R = {r1, r2, r3, . . . ,

rm} represents a set of relationships; S = {s1, s2, s3, . . . , si} is the set

of triple, and si = {en, rm, ej}, i.e., “entity-relationship-entity”,

stands for fundamental units that constitute KG.

Furthermore, KG has been widely used in intelligent search,

intelligent question and answer, text classification, and other

fields (Li et al., 2022), thanks to its ability to better string and

present knowledge via reticulated topology. For instance, YAGO

(Suchanek et al., 2008), Wikidata (Turki et al., 2019), WordNet

(AlMousa et al., 2022), FreeBase (Zhao et al., 2020), etc., are

several successful and representative examples of applications of

KG in other fields, and almost all of them are part of general-

purpose KG. At present, however, KG is mostly promoted in the

Internet field, but there are few applications in the power system,

and KG is in the initial stage in the power industry.

2.2 Classification of knowledge graph

Whether divided by application fields or from the source of

the required knowledge, KG can be classified into two major

categories (Liu and Wang, 2018; Li et al., 2022), i.e., generic KG

(also known as unrestricted domain KG or industry KG) and

dedicated KG (alternate name restricted domain KG or domain

KG). Among which, the generic KG involves a wide and diverse

content and a complex network of relationships between

knowledge, and is mainly oriented to intelligent search,

intelligent question and answer, etc., (Li et al., 2022) While
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the dedicated KG targets specific domains with a low breadth and

deep depth of knowledge, which provides business functions or is

utilized to solve specific problems (Pu et al., 2021).

2.3 General process of knowledge graph
construction

The construction procedure of KG mainly consists of

knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion, knowledge storage,

knowledge representation, knowledge verification, and

knowledge reasoning. A standard KG can be acquired by the

way of bottom-up or top-down, as illustrated in Figure 1 (Pu

et al., 2021; Min et al., 2022). Bottom-up KG is constructed by

knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion, knowledge storage,

knowledge representation, knowledge verification, and

knowledge reasoning, while the construction of top-down KG

undertakes two critical steps, i.e., ontology learning and entity

learning.

In particular, bottom-up is to extract entities, concepts,

relationships, attributes, attribute values, and other

information from open structured, semi-structured and

unstructured data, then select objects with high confidence as

candidates, analyze and summarize the underlying structural

information, and finally form the knowledge ontology layer by

layer and add it to the knowledge base. The top-down method

means that the structure information of power domain

knowledge ontology is obtained through the manual

compilation or use of existing structured knowledge base by

service experts, and then the knowledge ontology is added to the

knowledge base.

3 Knowledge graph based fault
diagnosis and disposal in power
system

In the operation of the power system, such as generation,

transmission, transformation, distribution, and many aspects of

utilization of electricity, a large amount of data and information

will be generated, thus forming a more complex power data

resource system. However, traditional technologies have reached

a bottleneck in the use and management of power data thanks to

big data in the power grid having the typical “4 V” characteristics,

i.e., large scale (volume), multiple types (variety), low value

density (value) and fast change (velocity) (Song et al., 2013).

Therefore, in order to achieve stable operation, electric power

enterprises need to invest a lot of labor and funding. To address

this obstacle, KG is a comparatively well-established and

available technology. In contrast to data-driven-based

approaches, KG as a symbolism-based artificial intelligence

technique, has certain advantages in text data mining and

interpretability (Li et al., 2022).

3.1 Basic framework for offline
construction and online application of
knowledge graphs in power system fault
diagnosis and disposal

As shown in Figure 2, in the power grid, the application based

on KG involves various aspects, including grid knowledge

retrieval, cross-business connection, intelligent customer

service, supplier evaluation, etc.

FIGURE 1
Construction procedure of generic KG.
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While this paper focuses on the application of KG in power

system fault diagnosis and disposal. In particular, recording and

retrieval of equipment defects (power equipment fault diagnosis),

as well as automatic generation of security measures (fault

disposal) using KG technique are reviewed and commented

on emphatically according to available studies. It can provide

guidance with important practical significance for the safe and

reliable operation of the electric power system and the

standardized and scientific management of the power supply

system, such that the electrical equipment is maintained and

operated in strict accordance with the safety operation

management procedures.

Meanwhile, KG of fault diagnosis and disposal in power

system is based on semi-structured and unstructured data (such

as operation logs, inspection records, fault and disposal reports,

operating standards, etc.), and structured data (such as

equipment operation data, meteorological information, and

experimental data, etc.) to form one or several graphs

describing core elements (such as equipment name,

equipment parameters, fault name, post-fault handling

methods, fault disposal points, stable operation requirements,

etc.) and their interrelationships, which are used to discriminate

the causes of suspicious faults in equipment after an accident and

give disposal suggestions and means (Guo et al., 2021).

Ultimately, the software is used to convert the results into

graphical form to visually display the contents of faulty

equipment, causes of faults, disposal suggestions and means to

assist operators in making efficient and accurate decisions

through human-computer interaction. It is worth noting that

in the practical application of KGs, certain permissions can be

given to the operators to achieve efficient and secure

maintenance and improvement of the KGs.

Therefore, the basic framework for offline construction and

online application of knowledge graphs in power system fault

diagnosis and disposal can be summarized in Figure 3. In

particular, after the construction of domain KG for fault

diagnosis and disposal in the power system is completed,

which acquires to be iteratively updated in the practical

application processes to effectively and adequately utilize

generated new cases.

FIGURE 2
Application scenarios of KGs in power system.
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3.2 Knowledge graph of fault diagnosis
and disposal in power system

As mentioned earlier, KG can adequately mine implicit

information between the data and achieve efficient and

structured data management, which undoubtedly provides a

promising opportunity for fault diagnosis and disposal of

power equipment. Rapid and reliable construction of a

complete KG based on the available data of power equipment

is the essential foundation of applying KG for fault diagnosis and

disposal. Moreover, in the process of constructing KG in the

electric power field, an appropriate data model is also crucial for

the effective organization of knowledge thanks to involving

massive data from heterogeneous sources. Particularly, the

graph model uses the set of nodes and edges to portray the

relationships between various things, which is extremely

applicable to the construction of KG in the electric power

field (Pu et al., 2021).

3.2.1 Construction of knowledge graph for fault
diagnosis and disposal in power system

Consistent with the process of constructing domain KGs in

other industries, the construction of KG for fault diagnosis and

disposal in power system also involves two main parts,

i.e., construction of the ontology layer and construction of the

data layer.

FIGURE 3
Basic framework for construction and application of KGs in power system fault diagnosis and disposal.
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Due to the domain nature of electric power data, the schema

layer (ontology layer) and data layer of KG for power system fault

diagnosis and disposal can be constructed using approaches of

the top-down or the combination of top-down and bottom-up

generally (Gao et al., 2020; Xiao et al., 2022). In this way, it is

possible to pass on and solidify the relevant empirical knowledge

in the existing database in the electric power field, but also to

achieve the discovery of new knowledge.

For the ontology layer, the construction of ontology rules is

an important task in building KGs for fault diagnosis and

disposal of power systems. The existing data patterns, such as

traditional power knowledge engineering systems, expert

experience knowledge bases, and other structured data, can be

directly used to guide the top-down construction of the ontology

of KG. At the same time, various kinds of data generated in the

actual business of electric power domain and semi/unstructured

data such as the subjective experience of experts and technicians

also contain rich industry knowledge in the power domain.

Moreover, in order to ensure the completeness of the

ontology of KG, information extraction technology is used to

identify the power knowledge in such data, and the results of the

identification are summarized and abstracted, and the abstracted

FIGURE 4
Partial ontology design of KG for fault diagnosis and disposal in power system.
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concepts are finally mapped or supplemented into the ontology

of power domain KG, so as to realize the bottom-up construction

of the ontology (Pu et al., 2021). Partial ontology of KG for fault

diagnosis and disposal in power system design can be designed as

shown in Figure 4 (Guo et al., 2021; Li et al., 2021; Xiao et al.,

2022).

For the data layer, its construction is realized by filling the

content of the established ontology framework, which is mainly

divided into three steps: knowledge extraction, knowledge fusion,

and knowledge update. Among them, knowledge extraction is to

obtain structured knowledge such as entities, inter-entity

relationships, and attributes from non-(semi-)structured data

through a series of knowledge extraction methods under the

guidance of the ontology layer knowledge organization

architecture. Knowledge fusion is to perform entity

disambiguation and co-reference disambiguation processes on the

entities obtained from knowledge extraction. While knowledge

update is to evaluate the quality and timeliness of knowledge in

the application process of KG and to update and revise in

conjunction with the development of knowledge (Guo et al., 2021).

The composition of entities and relationships of devices in the

grid can be represented by a semantic graph in the form of a

network by using the triple < Entity, Relationship, Entity>, which
can effectively and intuitively represent the relationship of the

device components or ontology states in the scenario (Xiao et al.,

2022). For instance, the relationship between the transformer and

its casing pipe, and the casing pipe and its cracks can be

represented in the data layer as illustrated in Figure 5, respectively.

3.2.2 Essential technologies
Entity extraction, relationship extraction are the essential

technologies required to construct KGs (Pu et al., 2021; Li et al.,

2022).

For knowledge extraction, it aims to automatically transform

semi-structured data and unstructured data into structured data

by information extraction from the massive power data.

Traditionally, knowledge extraction in the electric power

domain is mainly realized by using rule templates or domain

dictionaries, however, it is highly dependent on manual and

expert knowledge and has a limited scope of application. Deep

learning-based methods are effective in circumventing the above

problems, and thus its application to entity extraction has

received attention. BiLSTM-CRF model (Ji et al., 2020; Dai

et al., 2021), LR-CNN model (Guo et al., 2021), BERT-CRF

model (Xiao et al., 2022), etc., are commonly used entity

recognition techniques.

For relationship extraction, it aims to extract unknown entity

relationships from the text and add them to KGs. Relationship

extraction can also be divided into pattern matching-based

relationship extraction and deep learning-based relationship

extraction (Ji et al., 2022). Deep learning models such as

BiGRU-Attention model (Guo et al., 2021), BERT-CNN-

Attention model (Xiao et al., 2022), BiLSTM-GCN model

(Song et al., 2022), BERT (Lü et al., 2021), etc., have gradually

become a new research hotspot in the field of entity relation

extraction due to their ability to automatically learn high-order

features and high accuracy.

Eventually, the construction of KGs for power system fault

diagnosis and disposal can be completed by continuously

improving and training suitable power data models to realize

the extraction of power knowledge such as entities, relations and

attributes using the above-mentioned technologies.

3.3 Typical practices of knowledge graph
for fault diagnosis and disposal in power
system

At present, knowledge graph is more frequently used in

power marketing, but its application in power dispatch, power

operation and inspection, especially in power system fault

diagnosis and disposal, is still in the initial stage.

In terms of power dispatch, the majority of business

knowledge is fragmented and distributed, and it is characterized

by complex relationships and a variety of categories. Therefore,

related scholars have made some attempts in the field of power

dispatching using natural language processing techniques and KG.

For example, a topology identification method based on KG is

proposed for the first time in Literature (Gao et al., 2020), which

can overcome the drawbacks of online identification methods that

require a large amount of high-quality operational data and occupy

communication channels, and reduce the data dependence on

topology identification.

Power operation and inspection have important practical

significance to ensure the safe and stable operation of the power

system. Literature (Liu and Wang, 2018) constructs a KG of

power equipment defects using a corpus of equipment defect

records, and proposes a method for power equipment defect

retrieval using graph search. Meanwhile, Literature (Guo et al.,

2021) designs a framework for the construction of domain KGs

with the grid fault disposal plan text. Based on deep learning

FIGURE 5
Representation of the relationship between transformer,
casing pipe, and crack faults in the data layer.
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technology and KG, Literature (Xiao et al., 2022) proposes a fault

intelligent diagnosis method that correlates multimodal

information of substation equipment. Literature (Dai et al.,

2021) established an intelligent diagnosis and auxiliary

decision-making platform for secondary equipment functional

defects based on BiLSTM-CRF model and knowledge graph

using the text data of secondary equipment functional defects

in power systems. Moreover, Literature (Zhang et al., 2022)

presented a transfer learning based entity recognition

technique for the grid domain and investigated the application

of KG based grid fault disposal.

Overall, the current application scenarios of knowledge

graph in power system fault diagnosis and disposal are

relatively limited and slightly lacking in depth. Therefore, the

development prospect of knowledge graph in power system fault

diagnosis and disposition is promising.

4 Challenges, opportunities, and
perspectives

In this paper, the application of KG in power system fault

diagnosis and disposal is fully reviewed, and several challenges,

opportunities, and prospects can be outlined as follows:

• Although the power system has accumulated a huge

amount of data at present, the effective data available

in certain areas (e.g., fault diagnosis and disposal of high-

voltage DC system) are still limited. Therefore, to cope

with the problem of uneven distribution of power data, it

is the focus of research to use small-sample learning

techniques to expand data directly on existing data and

provide methodological guarantees for the construction

of KGs;

• Deep learning is a black-box model and it is often difficult

to interpret its results. By integrating KG with deep

learning and applying knowledge inference techniques,

explainable operation and maintenance solutions can be

obtained, thus improving the credibility of operation and

maintenance personnel for decisions based on KG;

• The performance of KG for power system fault diagnosis

and disposal needs further practice in a situation where

multiple faults are coupled with each other;

• Moreover, the construction of the current KG model

requires a high cost to acquire samples and relies on

experts using prior knowledge to analyze and judge

relevant data. Thus, how to use artificial intelligence

technology to achieve efficient and reliable utilization

of power data will be a research direction in the field

of fault diagnosis and disposal of power system based

on KG.
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